Portable Server SCIF Edition
Dynamic Meeting Solutions

Secure facilitation solution on the go

Versatile, powerful, secure

XLeap provides tools and spaces which support all aspects
of advanced real-time collaboration such as: discovery of
facts and opinions for situational awareness, prioritization,
creative problem solving, deep-dives, multi-criteria (utility) analysis.

The Portable Server box packs the latest Intel technology
into an ultra-small, dustproof, industrial grade, fanless aluminum chassis
The SCIF Edition of the Portable Server provides all options
required for integration into a tightly controlled local network. The server's DHCP and DNS services are optional.
The server can be set to any non-routable IP address. The
data volume of the SSD drive is encrypted with LUKS (aesxts-plain64). On startup, decryption of the application data
requires input of a passphrase.
Configuration and maintenance occur via browser.

Anonymity

Involvement

Process

XLeap cuts through the politics by providing anonymity.
Simultaneous input involves participants in fast and intensive exchanges not possible by traditional means. This unlocks ‘tacit’ information and situational knowledge that
usually do not surface or only when it is too late.

Safe to carry. Easy to lock away.

Subscription Model
You buy the server box when you purchase a subscription
for the server software and at least one host. On Portable
Servers, host subscriptions come with a defined number of
concurrent participants: 25, 50, 100, 200 or over 200 and
are not tied to a named individual.
CPU

Intel Core i7-8650U, 1.9 Ghz Quad Core

The SCIF Edition of the Portable Server provides decision
support where the need for security is paramount.

RAM

8GB DDR3 2666

Solid State Drive

SSD 128 GB M.2 SATA

Unless administratively prohibited, sessions can be prepared online, then uploaded to the Portable Server and
vice versa.

Ethernet

Intel I219LM GbE, 1GB

Power adapter

DC 19V, 65W, 100-240V

Dimensions /
Weight

5.6" x 2.4" x 4.2" (142 x 62 x 107mm)
2.43lb (1.1kg)

Documentation in Word or export to Excel is instant.

www.xleap.net

sales@xleap.net

